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AC Magnetic sensor to measure mega-amps current and kilo-tesla
magnetic fields up to gigahertz frequencies
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An AC magnetic sensor is presented for measuring the high speed and high strength magnetic
field generated in Z-pinch fusion machines. The proposed magnetic sensor provides the
measurement of magnetic fields across a broadband frequency range, as example, a magnetic
probe to measure magnetic fields from 159 Hz to 4.2 GHz is presented. Measurements are also
compared with LTspice® simulations. The magnetic sensors are installed in a Pulsotron-3 Z-pinch
machine and measured performance of the sensor are presented. This sensor also can be used
to check ignition conditions of the Z-Pinch by measuring the magnetic field generated by the
output streams of large number of reacted alpha particles. The equations for measuring nonstationary magnetic field due to rapidly varying electric currents and LTspice® simulation files are
provided to help the engineers to design, build and install this kind of sensors.
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I.

Introduction

Magnetic field measurements are extensively
used in the field of magnetically confined fusion
[1-3]. These magnetic diagnostics [4] are required
for understanding plasma behaviour. Existing
magnetic diagnostics technique use inductive
coils and loops for magnetic sensors [5-6]. These
sensors are placed outside the plasma boundary
but within the plasma's external magnetic fields.
The changing magnetic field in the sensor induces
an Electro Motive Force (EMF) which is integrated
over time to determine the desired plasma
property [7]. The state-of-the-art magnetic
sensors based on the Hall effect [8] measures
magnetic fields up to 0.2 tesla across a 20 kHz
bandwidth.
Therefore, these sensors are
completely out of range for Z-pinches that can
reach more than 10 kilotesla and pulse width of
100-2000 nanoseconds. In addition, these
sensors are not suitable to be used in plasma
measurement due to poor signal to noise ratio
and a narrow bandwidth. Moreover, high
frequency magnetic sensors for measuring
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magnetic fields up to gigahertz frequencies are
required to be in near proximity of the plasma
[9]. After several tests carried out using
Pulsotron-2A and Pulsotron-3 it is recommended
that it is necessary to install several magnetic
sensors in an array that can measure several
parameters of the discharging energy through a
plasma in Z-pinches. Also, it is needed a small
and accurate magnetic sensor to be immersed in
plasma to measure its parameters as skin depth
and plasma impedance that can be useful to
study plasma properties and help make magnetic
confinement fusion.
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Figure 1: Configuration of the magnetic field
probe.
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II.

Parameters to be measured

The proposed magnetic sensor arrays can be
used to measure directly the magnetic field,
discharged current and Time of Flight (TOF). In
addition, these sensors can be used to measure
the plasma energy density (by measure plasma
dimension), pressure (explained later), plasma
double layer measurements (by using the TOF
technique explained later, that detects the
passing of both plasma layers through the
sensors with inverted magnetic field) and several
other parameters. These parameters can be used
in Nuclear Fusion not only to improve Ignition
Conditions but also to design energy recovery
components to extract electric energy directly
from the reacted particles.

III.
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Description of the magnetic
field probe

Inductive sensors [10] are widely used to
measure magnetic fields and related quantities.
These sensors are linear up to the range of
gigahertz frequencies and are easily calibrated
precisely by install the sensor inductor in the
centre of a loop and parallel to the loop axis (it is
explained later the non-stationary magnetic field
of current loops). Fig. 1 shows the configuration
of the magnetic field probe of the Mag-4 sensor.
It consists of an inductor L, a resistors R and a
capacitor C. The inductor L is a coil that is
immersed in the magnetic field. The resistor R
and the capacitor C are used to integrate the
input signal that was derivate by the inductor coil
L. Consequently, the sensor is linear across its
frequency limit due to the passive components.
The magnetic field probe is simulated using SPICE
simulation software LTspice [11]. It was found
that the voltage measured at test point is directly
proportional to the induced magnetic field at the
coil. Since the magnetic field is proportional to
the injected current at the plasma surface, the
current flowing through the plasma can also be
calculated.
If the sensor probes have large area and longer
length, it catches several magnetic fields.
Therefore, sensor probes should be small in
order to avoid error due to different magnetic
field pass through the sensor. Furthermore, it
must avoid the use of ferrites that modify the
magnetic field shape. Thus, the proposed
magnetic sensor should use very compact
inductors. Fig. 2 shows the schematic layout and
fabricated prototype of the magnetic sensor.
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Figure 2: Image and PCB diagram of the MAG-4
sensor, Advanced Ignition SL.
These sensors are installed in Pulstron-3 Z-pinch
machine for analysing its performance. Fig. 3
shows the mounting structure of the mag-4
sensor in Pulsotron-3.

Figure 3: Mounting structure of the Pulsotron-3
Mag-4 sensor

IV.

Voltage
and
calculation

bandwidth

At low frequency the coil behaves as similar as a
short circuit and the probe provides the output
signal of a RC low-pass filter. The 3dB cutoff
frequency of the low pass filter can be calculated
as
𝑭𝑳𝑷 =

𝟏
𝟐𝝅𝑹𝑪

(1)

On the other hand, at high frequencies the
capacitor becomes a short circuit and the output
signal corresponds to a RL high-Pass filter with a
3dB cut off frequency
𝐹𝐻𝑃 =

𝑅
2𝜋𝐿

(2)

The operating centre frequency of the magnetic
probe can be calculated by taking the square root
of the product of both frequencies and given as
𝐹𝑐 =

1
√4𝜋2 𝐿𝐶

(3)
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Fig. 4 shows the schematic diagram of the
magnetic probe in LTspice. Fig. 5 shows the
simulated response of the magnetic sensors
when L=100nH, R=100Ω and C=10µF. A high-pass
cutoff frequency of 159.15Hz and a low-pass
cutoff frequency of 159 MHz was observed in the
simulation.

V.

Equations used to measure
plasma current

According to Ampère’s Law [12], the magnetic
field (B) around a current (𝐼) passing through a
plasma is:
(4)

⃗ · ⃗⃗⃗
∮𝐵
𝑑𝑙 = μ0 𝐼

Where, µ0 is the magnetic permeability of free
space. The current on the surface of a cylindrical
plasma can be calculated from Eq. 4 and given as
𝐵𝜃 =
Figure 2: AC Simulation setup of the magnetic
sensor in LTspice.
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Figure 4: High frequency magnetic sensor.
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Figure 5: A segment of thin cylindrical currentcarrying wire or plasma.
Fig. 7 shows a segment thin straight cylindrical
wire that carries a current I. The observation
point P is located a distance R from the currentcarrying wire. The independent variable θ has
limits a and (π-b). If the plasma line is short, at
low
frequency
the
magnetic
field
in
magnetostatics is:
𝐵𝜃 =

-27dB

Phase

Amplitude

In order to extend the upper frequency range
over a Gigahertz or beyond, the magnetic probe
was simulated with a coil inductance L=5.64nH
and resistance R=150Ω. The capacitor was
reduced to 2.2µF to increase the output voltage
level at test point. Consequently, the magnetic
probe operates at higher frequency and it was
found that the high-pass cutoff frequency is
482.288Hz and the low-pass cutoff frequency is
4.23285GHz as shown in Fig. 6.

(5)

Where, r is the radius of the plasma cylinder. It
can be seen from Eq. 5 that the magnetic field
inside the plasma is 0.

I

Figure 3: Low frequency magnetic sensor.

𝜇0 𝐼
2𝜋𝑟

𝜇0 𝐼
4𝜋𝑅

∗ (𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑎) + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑏))

(6)

To analyse the magnetic coupling between the
test coil and the primary current, the following
parameters are required
i. The magnetic field Bp due 1amp current
going through the plasma (or track or
wire).
ii. The magnetic field Bt at the centre of the
test coil due to 1amp current flowing
through itself.
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Using spice simulation file at Annex-2 it is
checked:

iii. The inductance of the plasma Lp
iv. The inductance of the test coil Lt

𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 = −

It was calculated using a magnetic field simulator
that the magnetic coupling coefficient between
primary current and the test coil is:

𝐾=

𝐵𝑝
𝐵𝑡

𝐿𝑡

√𝐿

(7)

𝑝

𝐴∗𝑁
𝑅𝐶

Where N is the number of turns in the sensor
inductor and A is its area in squared meters. If
any currents present are parallel to a magnetic
field j X B =0, then magnetic pressure can be
obtained from magnetic field :
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑔 =

This coupling factor can be used to simulate the
magnetic sensor in the proximity to the
discharging current by using a simple spice
application. In addition, the voltage at the test
point of the Fig. 1 is calculated using the LTspice
and it is given as

𝑉(𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡) = 𝐼𝑝 ∗ 𝐾 ∗

(8)

√𝐿𝑝 ∗𝐿
𝑅∗𝐶

Where Lp is the inductance of the segment that
generates the magnetic field and L is the
inductance of the sensor. This equation can be
tested using LTspice simulation by varying the 4
coefficients: R, L, C and the coupling coefficient K.
Therefore, simulation is a very important aspect
in designing the proposed magnetic sensor and it
is essential to determine the value of magnetic
coupling coefficient. The LTspice codes are
provided in the Annex to help the engineers to
design, build and install this type of
sensors.Alternatively, the sensor can be
calibrated by sending a known current through
the plasma and measuring the voltage at the test
point. If a large current is observed a discharging
capacitor with known capacity and voltage can be
used. The current can be calculated by measuring
the voltage drop at a sensing resistor installed
serially with the capacitor. Also, it can be
obtained by measuring the voltage drop at the
capacitor during the discharge with aid of the
relation:
𝐼=𝑐∗

VI.

𝑑𝑉

Equations used to measure
Magnetic field & pressure

The open circuit voltage of a coil or loop can be
obtained from faraday’s law:

𝑉=

𝑑∅
− ∗
𝑑𝑡
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𝑁 = −𝐴 ∗ 𝑁

VII.

𝑑𝐵
∗
𝑑𝑡

(10)

𝐵2

(11b)

2𝜇0

Non-stationary
magnetic
fields due a current going
through a segment of wire or
plasma

In the field of electromagnetism, Jefimenko Eqs.
[13-14] describe the behaviour of the magnetic
fields in terms of the current distribution at
retarded times. According to Jefimenko's
equations, the magnetic field (B) outside of a
cylindrical current flux due to a non-static current
is given as follows.
𝐵(𝑟, 𝑡) = −

𝜇0
4𝜋

𝑟−𝑟 ′

′ ∫ [|𝑟−𝑟 ′ |3 × 𝐽(𝑟 ′ , 𝑡𝑟 ) +

𝑟−𝑟 ′
𝑐|𝑟−𝑟 ′ |2

×

𝜕𝐽(𝑟 ′ ,𝑡𝑟 )
𝜕𝑡

(12)

] 𝑑3 𝑟 ′

Where r’ is a point in the charge distribution and r
is a point in space as shown in Fig. 8. c is the
velocity of the light and tr is the delayed time.
Since the electromagnetic information travels at
the speed of light an observer at a distance from
the charge distribution receive the information of
earlier times and positions. Therefore, in case of
non-static charge distribution the status of the
source at some earlier time tr is important. The
delay in traveling a distance |r-r’| is
𝑡𝑟 = 𝑡 −

|𝑟−𝑟 ′ |

|𝑟−𝑟 ′ |
𝑐

. Hence,

𝑐

(9)

𝑑𝑡

(11)

∗𝐵

P
𝑟 − 𝑟′

𝑟

𝑑 3 𝑟′

𝑟′

O

Figure 6: Displacement for retarded potential.
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If the distance from the centre of the loop to the
observer point and the loop size is much less
than the wavelength of the magnetic field, tr=t.
Thus, for a cylinder of plasma current or a current
going through a cylinder wire, Eq. 12 can be
written in the form

P Observation
point
θ
Z

𝜇0
𝐼 ∗ 𝑟̅ × 𝑑 ̅
𝑟̅ × 𝑑 ̅ 𝑑𝐼
𝐵𝜃 = −
[∫
+∫
∗ ]
4𝜋
𝑟3
𝑐𝑟 2
𝑑𝑡

(13)

At point P (Fig. 7), the magnetic fields due to all
current elements have the same direction. Thus,
the net magnetic field can be calculated by
evaluating the scalar sum of the contributions of
the elements. With

R

dφ

dl

Figure 9: Displacement for retarded potential.

𝐵𝑧 =

The equation (13) can be written as
𝜇0
𝐼 ∗ 𝑟 sin 𝜃
𝑑𝐼 𝑟 sin 𝜃
[∫
𝑑 −
∫
𝑑 ]
3
4𝜋
𝑟
𝑐𝑑𝑡
𝑟2

sin 𝜃 =
cos 𝜃 =

As long as sinθ=R/d and dl=R*dφ:

𝑅
𝑟
𝑧
𝑟

𝑑 ̅ = 𝑟 ∗ 𝑑𝜃
𝑟 = √𝑅 2 +

2

𝐵𝜃 =

𝜇0
𝐼 ∗ 𝑅𝑑
𝑑𝐼
[∫ −
+
∫ sin 𝜃 𝑑𝜃]
3
4𝜋
𝑟
𝑐𝑑𝑡

𝐵𝜃 =

𝜃=𝜋−𝑏
𝜇0
𝐼
𝑑𝐼
[− ∗ +
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃]
4𝜋 𝑅 𝑟 𝑐𝑑𝑡
𝜃=𝑎

𝐵𝜃 =

𝜃=𝜋−𝑏
𝜇0
𝐼
𝑑𝐼
[− ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 +
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃]
4𝜋 𝑅
𝑐𝑑𝑡
𝜃=𝑎

𝐵𝜃 =

𝜇0
𝐼
𝑑𝐼
[− +
] (𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑎) + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑏))
4𝜋 𝑅 𝑐𝑑𝑡

𝐵𝑧 =

𝜇0 2𝜋 𝐼 ∗ 𝑅2 ∗ 𝑑𝜑 𝑑𝐼 2𝜋 𝑅2 ∗ 𝑑𝜑
[∫ −
+
∫
]
4𝜋 0
𝑑3
𝑐𝑑𝑡 0
𝑑2

𝐵𝑧 =

𝜇0
𝐼 ∗ 𝑅2 ∗ 2𝜋 𝑑𝐼 𝑅2 ∗ 2𝜋
[−
+
]
4𝜋
𝑑3
𝑐𝑑𝑡 𝑑2

(15)

Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (14)

𝐵𝑧 =

𝜇0
𝐼∗𝑅2
[−
2
𝑑3

+

𝑑𝐼 𝑅2
]
𝑐𝑑𝑡 𝑑 2

(17)

If the discharged current is a sine waveform
I(t)=Io*sin(wt), then dI/dt=Io*w*cos(wt), so the
maximum time derivative current is Io*w. At that
point the non-stationary magnetic current is
larger than the stationary part when:
𝑤∗𝑑
𝑐

>1

(18)

(16)

On
axis
non-stationary
magnetic fields due a current
loop

The magnetic field at an observation point P at
the axis of a current loop where z is the distance
to the loop centre will be proportional to the
current at the loop retarded a time that is d/c.
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𝜇0
𝐼 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑑𝑙 𝑑𝐼 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑑𝑙
[∫ −
+
∫
]
4𝜋
𝑑2
𝑐𝑑𝑡
𝑑

(14)

From Fig. 6 it can be seen that

VIII.

I

The integral at Eq. (13) can be written as:

𝑟̅ × 𝑑 ̅ = 𝑟 sin 𝜃 𝑑

𝐵𝜃 = −

d

IX.

Measuring the TOF

The Time of Flight can be measured from the
phase change in the plasma in the coil. When a
plasma ball with a discharging current, pass over
the coil as shown in Fig. 10 (it is a simplified 2dimension drawing), the current and voltage will
experience a phase change of 180º due to the
changes of magnetic flux direction with respect to
the coil. The measurement coil will detect both:
the variation of the flux due variation of plasma
current and due magnetic field increasing as
© G-Labs 2020
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plasma is nearer, so it will be detected the TOF if
the variation of the current of the plasma is small
or slow compared with the variation due plasma
movement:

Incoming
plasma
I

Induced
current
Figure 12: Capture image of Test 3042 in
Advanced Ignition SL.

B

I

B

Figure 10. 180º phase change in the induced
current in the coil due a coming plasma
containing a current

Figure 13: Magnetic field. Ch1 to 3 are 3 sensors
in line and Ch4 is the discharging capacitor
voltage

X.

Figure 11 shows the scope plot of the test
number 3042 obtained during the test in
Pulstron-3. A phase change of 180° in test point
voltage and Fig. 12 shows the captured image of
the Test 3042 where target and sensors are
located just at the centre of the blast. The test
sensor array was installed a few millimetres away
from the target at several distances so as can be
seen the sensors must withstand high energy
discharge pulses.

Vol. 1, Issue 1 - 41

Problem with transients and
memory effect

The proposed magnetic sensors were installed in
the Pulsotron-3 Z-pinch machine and during the
tests it was observed that sometimes a large
magnetic field remains after the discharged
current was finished, as can be seen in Fig. 13. It
was investigated that due to a memory effect
related to the fact that at the beginning of the
test several extreme high frequency pulses
appear which could be beyond the maximum
range of the sensor. However, in the simulation
no memory effect is observed which can be seen
in the Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. Fig. 14 shows the
injected pulsed current in the primary coil with
different ramps slopes but with the same
amplitude. Consequently, the higher frequency
pulses obtained less voltage amplitude at the test
point, but the end level was the same, as can be
seen in the Fig. 15, then the remaining magnetic
field observed at Fig.-13 corresponds to a longtime high energy magnetic field, perhaps due to a
© G-Labs 2020
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self-generating magnetic field in a rotating
plasma or a breakdown voltage at sensor resistor

1.2
0.9
0.6

build the sensor. In addition, the equations are
provided for calculating non-stationary magnetic
field due to rapidly varying current by using the
sensor. The magnetic sensors are fabricated and
installed in Pulsotron-3 Z-pinch machine. It is
observed in simulations that there are no
memory effect due previous high frequency
pulses.
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SYMATTR
Value
V=I(L2)*{KK1}*sqrt(L1*L3)/(R2*C2)
TEXT 96 -8 Left 2 !.param L3=5.64n RL3=1p
R2=150 C2=2.2u\n.ic I(L3)=0\n.param L1=3n
\n.param
KK1=0.0017\n.meas
tran
V1
PP(V(t21))\n.MEAS AC Vmax max mag(V(t21));
find the peak response\n.MEAS AC BW trig
mag(V(t21))=Vmax/sqrt(2)
rise=1\n+
targ
mag(V(t21))=Vmax/sqrt(2) fall=last
TEXT 360 136 Left 2 !K1 L2 L3 {KK1}
TEXT 104 288 Left 2 !;.tran 0 7u 0
0.001u\n.ac oct 501 10 100GHz
TEXT 240 304 Left 2 ;Uncomment to check the
Bandwidth
TEXT 520 16 Left 2 ;This voltage must be
equal to t21
TEXT 240 288 Left 2 ;Uncomment to check the
V(t21)=V(t21_2)

XIV.

XIII.

Annex-1: Simulation File 1

This section contains the simulation file which can
be used to simulate and build the magnetic
sensor. The codes can be copied to file
“Mag_sensor.asc” and simulated using LTspice®
to check values explained in the present Paper.
Version 4
SHEET 1 1760 680
WIRE 256 144 176 144
WIRE 304 144 256 144
WIRE 256 160 256 144
WIRE 432 176 416 176
WIRE 448 176 432 176
WIRE 576 176 528 176
WIRE 624 176 576 176
WIRE 416 192 416 176
WIRE 256 256 256 240
FLAG 304 144 t2
FLAG 256 256 0
FLAG 416 272 0
FLAG 432 176 t3
FLAG 624 176 t21
FLAG 576 240 0
FLAG 176 224 0
FLAG 512 112 0
FLAG 512 32 t21_2
SYMBOL ind2 240 144 R0
WINDOW 39 36 94 Left 2
SYMATTR SpiceLine Rser=1.7m
SYMATTR InstName L2
SYMATTR Value {L1}
SYMATTR Type ind
SYMBOL ind2 400 176 R0
WINDOW 39 36 94 Left 2
SYMATTR SpiceLine Rser={RL3}
SYMATTR InstName L3
SYMATTR Value {L3}
SYMATTR Type ind
SYMBOL res 544 160 R90
WINDOW 0 0 56 VBottom 2
WINDOW 3 32 56 VTop 2
SYMATTR InstName R2
SYMATTR Value {R2}
SYMBOL cap 560 176 R0
SYMATTR InstName C2
SYMATTR Value {C2}
SYMBOL current 176 224 R180
WINDOW 0 24 80 Left 2
WINDOW 3 24 -28 Left 2
WINDOW 123 24 -14 Left 2
WINDOW 39 0 0 Left 0
SYMATTR InstName I1
SYMATTR Value PULSE(0 500k 1u 1n 5u 1p)
SYMATTR Value2 AC 1e6
SYMBOL bv 512 16 R0
SYMATTR InstName B1
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Annex-2: Simulation File 2

This section contains the simulation file which can
be used to simulate and build the magnetic
sensor to measure the magnetic field and the
magnetic pressure also.
The sensor inductor area is 10-4 squared meters
and N=1. The codes can be copied to file
“Mag_sensor-2.asc” and simulated using LTspice®
to check values explained in the present Paper.
Version 4
SHEET 1 1760 680
WIRE 256 144 176 144
WIRE 304 144 256 144
WIRE 256 160 256 144
WIRE 432 176 416 176
WIRE 448 176 432 176
WIRE 576 176 528 176
WIRE 624 176 576 176
WIRE 416 192 416 176
WIRE 256 256 256 240
FLAG 304 144 t2
FLAG 256 256 0
FLAG 416 272 0
FLAG 432 176 t3
FLAG 624 176 t21
FLAG 576 240 0
FLAG 176 224 0
FLAG 416 112 0
FLAG 416 32 B_field
FLAG 528 96 0
FLAG 528 16 Pressure
SYMBOL ind2 240 144 R0
WINDOW 39 36 94 Left 2
SYMATTR SpiceLine Rser=1.7m
SYMATTR InstName L2
SYMATTR Value {L1}
SYMATTR Type ind
SYMBOL ind2 400 176 R0
WINDOW 39 36 94 Left 2
SYMATTR SpiceLine Rser={RL3}
SYMATTR InstName L3
SYMATTR Value {L3}
SYMATTR Type ind
SYMBOL res 544 160 R90
WINDOW 0 0 56 VBottom 2
WINDOW 3 32 56 VTop 2
SYMATTR InstName R2
SYMATTR Value {R2}

SYMBOL cap 560 176 R0
SYMATTR InstName C2
SYMATTR Value {C2}
SYMBOL current 176 224 R180
WINDOW 0 24 80 Left 2
WINDOW 3 24 -28 Left 2
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WINDOW 123 24 -14 Left 2
WINDOW 39 0 0 Left 0
SYMATTR InstName I1
SYMATTR Value SINE(0 {500k/0.54772} {frec})
SYMATTR Value2 AC 1e6
SYMBOL bv 416 16 R0
SYMATTR InstName B1
SYMATTR Value V=V(t21)*R2*C2/(Area*N)
SYMBOL bv 528 0 R0
WINDOW 3 30 76 Left 2
SYMATTR InstName B2
SYMATTR Value V=(V(B_field)**2)/(8e-7*pi)
TEXT -272 80 Left 2 !.param Area=1e-4
N=1\n.param L3=10n RL3=1p R2=100 C2=1u\n.ic
I(L3)=0\n.param L1=3n \n.param KK1=0.01
w=10Mega
frec=W/2/PI\n.meas
tran
V1
PP(V(t21))\n.meas tran V3 PP(V(t3))\n.MEAS AC
Vmax max mag(V(t21)); find the peak
response\n.MEAS
AC
BW
trig
mag(V(t21))=Vmax/sqrt(2)
rise=1\n+
targ
mag(V(t21))=Vmax/sqrt(2) fall=last\n.meas tran
Ipp PP(I(L3))
TEXT 360 136 Left 2 !K1 L2 L3 {KK1}
TEXT 8 288 Left 2 !.tran 0 {5/frec} {1/frec}
{0.001/frec}\n;.ac oct 501 10 100GHz
TEXT 240 304 Left 2 ;Uncomment to check the
Bandwidth
TEXT 240 288 Left 2 ; Uncomment to check the
V(t21)=V(t21_2)
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